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"Why Is God taking my brother?
Why doesn't God take me?":

Children and Death, Their Own 

and Their Loved Ones’

My Experience

Pediatric Chaplaincy

Heartlight

Children’s Memorial Hospital
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Children and Adults

Myra Bluebond-Langner’s work in the 1970’s with 

children in a pediatric cancer ward.  Her book, The 

Private Worlds of Dying Children, revealed that 

children accept the informal rules created by family 

members and hospital staff prohibiting the children’s 

expression of emotions and questions about illness 

and death and distancing children from the people 

who nurture and provide support.  Often children will 

follow these “rules” to protect their loved ones from 

painful emotions. 
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Parents’ Experience: 

Influence on Child

• Children are parents’ hopes, dreams, 

future.

• Children are not supposed to die before 

parents – difficult for all to accept.

• Medical advancements and illusion that 

all illness can be overcome.

• Coping patterns and openness with child.

• Openness to staff support.

Parents’ Experience: Influence on Child

• Parents’ fear of failure as parent & protector.

• Parents’ awareness of another child’s death.

• When ill child is an only child. 

• When the child’s illness is genetic.

• When ill child is second child with same illness.

• Parental guilt regardless of circumstances. 

• Communication challenges
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Keeping information from a child is 
not only futile; it is also harmful.  

It inhibits the child from seeking 
support, creates additional anxiety, 
impairs trust and complicates the 

child’s response to crisis.

KJ Doka, Children mourning: Mourning children

Parents’ Experience: Influence on Child

Communication Challenges

• Parents influence the freedom with which  

staff can communicate with a child.

• Some parents and professionals think it best 

not to inform the child.

• Parents fear if child knows she is dying she 

will give up or worse commit suicide.

• Pressure of parents’ culture.

• Staff: responding honestly to a child’s 

questions when parents have imposed limits.
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Parents’ Addressing Dying*

• Aggressive treatment goals leave parents ill-prepared 

emotionally, psychologically and spiritually for 

impending death.

• Parents oft feel unable to address their child’s dying.

• Health care providers difficulty in addressing end-of-

life issues with parents and kids.

• More information staff provide parents, explaining 

why a child is not expected to survive, helps them 

come to terms with the fact that their child is dying.

• Setting where child’s death occurred influences 

parents’ coping with and remembering the event.

• Staff attitudes and actions are pivotal in allowing 
anticipatory mourning process to not simply occur 
but to actually progress.

• Parents’ physical presence with their child is 
extremely important in giving parents a sense of 
control, in facilitating preparation for the event of 
death and in experiencing anticipatory mourning.

• Parents’ need for a staff person trained in end-of-life 
care to describe in detail what the death experience 
was going to be like, look like, and feel like.

• Anticipatory mourning can help parents in their 
bereavement.

* Rini and Loriz
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Staff Support of Parents

• Foster connection with child till death.

• Facilitate communication.

• Facilitate family memory-making.

• Assist in negotiating medical system.

• Understanding appropriate death: supporting 

goals, values, lifestyle of dying person.

• Facilitate funeral plan conversation, including 

financial resources and realities.

Children, 

Death, 

Grief and

Developmental Realities
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Infants (0 – 2)

• Impact of separation and parents’

emotional state

• Experience distress but easily soothed

• Change in sleeping patterns, crankiness, 

crying, clinging
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Infant Patients

• Impact of lighting, sound, painful touch.

• Parent bond

• Chaplain role

* Facilitate parent connection with infant.

* Dream, loss, life purpose processing.

* Memory-making.

Infants

The case of Valentina
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Engaging Children of Dying Patient*

• Encourage parents to allow children to come to hospital.

• Speak of present and future benefits of:

• Family being together. 

• Patient’s own coping.

• Children participating in process.

• Children choosing to visit bedside.

• Acknowledge difficulty of speaking with children about 

dying and death, let alone with other adults, especially 

our loved ones.

• Mediate conflicting opinions of other family members 

regarding children involvement.
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Engaging Children

• Before speaking with a child assess:

– Situation

– Staff and parent expected outcome

– Parent wishes for patient and their other children

– Developmental needs of child

– Parent-child, especially teen, relationship 

• Need to respect child’s wish to not speak.

• Use developmentally appropriate language.

Engaging Children: Language

• Unless prepared, some families may consider 

“dying” and “dead” insensitive.

• Kids need clear, concise, factual explanations.

• Begin asking what child thinks is happening.

• Identify misconceptions.

• Explain probable cause of death contrasting with 

child’s healthy state.

• Reassure them of their own safety.
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Engaging Children: Environment

• Discuss beforehand parents’ wishes about what 
will be said and who will say it.

• If parent emotionally unable, maybe another relative 
or staff will speak or facilitate communication.

• May need to limit number of family members for 
child’s comfort and freedom to ask questions.

• May need to acknowledge child’s inability to grasp 
family’s post-death beliefs and use more age-
appropriate language.

• Identify a family member to accompany child during 
intense sadness, parent emotional inaccessibility and 
in and out of patient room.

Engaging Children

• Appropriate physical touch and nonverbal 

comforts may help child feel supported.

• Child may need preparation for surrounding 

adults’ emotions.

• Pre-bedside, discuss child’s wishes about 

participation at bedside.

• Talking, singing, praying, simple caretaking, 

expressive art activities, cloth doll, memory bracelet, 

journal

• Clarifying possible responses of dying child.
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Engaging Children

• Facilitate memory-making:

• Familiar bedside comfort object of patient.

• Providing a homelike quilt to hold child.

• Providing a small stuffed animal tucked 
with patient and then given to child.

• Providing or assisting in creating a memory 
book.

* The Handbook of Child Life

Child’s Understanding of Death

• Most kids between ages 5 and 7 understand:

• Universality

• Irreversibility

• Nonfunctionality

• Need explanation of death as final and focus on 

dead-alive distinction.

• Most kids 7 and older understand causality and 

noncorporeal continuation.

• May still need dying description in physiological 

terms.
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Preschool/Toddlers (2-5)

Siblings

• Fantasy-reality confusion

• Involve in sibling’s illness, care, dying

• Understand death as separation

• Very important to tell them death is NOT 
sleep, the body stops working 

• Magical thinking: about healing/return of 
deceased or with wishes they can return 
or they caused death
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Preschool/Toddlers

• Need reassurance death is not their fault and 
the deceased will not return

• Reactions: clinging, crankiness, fear they or 
another will die, difficulty sleeping, regression, 
change in eating

• Need consistency, routine, close contact with 
significant person, to talk about deceased

• Can be sad briefly then play; their way of 
coping, limited grief/pain tolerance

• Model others examples of grief; need simple 
explanation why people cry

Bluebond-Langner’s work discovered 

that a child’s awareness of the 

possibility of her own death 

is greatly influenced by knowing 

someone else who had the same 

illness, or experience, and died.
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Preschool/Toddler

The cases of 

Anastasia and Alejandra
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School-Age (6-12)

• May have many questions.

• May feel guilty about having been bad and/or 

caused death. 

• May have anxiety, worry another will die and 

who will care for them. Need reassurance most 

people live long life, how to care for self, even 

discuss a family care plan.

• Need honest, realistic answers to questions 

which, if difficult for parents to answer, should 

be addressed by some adult.

School-Age

• May think of death as a person, a ghost, the 

bogeyman.

• May associate mutilation and punishment with 

death. 

• Their view greatly influenced by parents and 

religious beliefs.

• May need to hear deceased cannot be seen 

again but remain alive in memories. May need 

help thinking how they can remember.

• May be curious about body’s demise 

(autopsies, funerals, etc)
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School-Age Patient

• By 10 or 12, understand inevitability, 

universality, and irreversibility of death

• Frequently aware of their own terminal illness 

or their dying.

• If ill, more common at this age to realize they 

too can die if another has died of their illness, 

but awareness seen earlier too

• May be afraid to talk because of fear their 

parents do not know what is happening or 

because of mutual pretense.  

School-Age

• May need help expressing their concerns and 

getting answers to their questions.

• Fear of being abandoned

• Fear of retribution

• Fear of death or dying

• Will it hurt?

• Where am I going?

• Who will be with me?

• How will my family be?
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School-Age

The cases of 

Griselda and Alberta
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Adolescents (13-…)

• Already struggling with issues of separation 
and individuation.

• Compelled to act like adults yet coping like a 
child.

• Mood swings – one minute idolizing then 
condemning the deceased; grief as sobbing 
then embarrassed laughter.

• Importance of peers: worry about peers’
thoughts of them, not wanting anyone to see 
them crying, thus cool/stoic. 

Adolescents

• Physical symptoms: headaches, stomach 

problems, changes in menstrual patters 

• Need to respect their privacy, autonomy and 

wishes even more so. 

• More vulnerable to engage in risky behavior.

• Need open, honest and loving support from 

adults and opportunity to explore their 

questions without judgment. 
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Adolescents

• Understanding of death and questions more complex. 
As with adults, they find no answers frustrating. 
Struggle with philosophical and spiritual issues:

* Why love somebody and become close when they 
are just going to leave you?

* If we are all going to die anyway, why bother 
living?

* If God loves us, why does God let people die?

* It isn’t fair that a child dies.

* Why my brother or sister or our family?

* Why not me?

* Why…

Adolescents as Patients

• Possible significant change in body appearance

• Possible loss of sexual development and of 

significant peer relationships

• May suffer significant physical effects of 

disease and treatment

• May feel strong sense of unfairness in losing 

everything so close to adulthood.

• May experience depression.
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Adolescents as Patients

• As with adults, they vary in what they want to know 

and the extent of their participation in care decisions.

• Need clear and straightforward communication.

• May need private discussion with medical team.

• May need staff to facilitate teen-parent-team meeting.

• Reliance on other members of the team who may have 

more of a connection with the teen and with whom the 

teen may feel more open to share her feelings and 

thoughts about dying and death.

Adolescents as Patients

• Some teens may feel more comfortable 

expressing feelings and thoughts through 

creative outlets: music, writing, poetry, art.

• Staff can facilitate teen in:

• Completing advance directives, writing of will

• Planning funeral

• Making audio or videotapes for family and friends

• Making list of friends to notify at time of death
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Adolescents as Patients

• Most teens want honest and direct answers to 

their questions about:

• Acknowledging nearness of death

• Wish to complete unfinished business

• Desire to specify how teen wants to die

• Staff can foster feelings of support by:

• Reframing future

• Reassuring teen’s wishes will be honored

• Reassuring teen will not be alone

Adolescents

The cases of 

Debra and Laura
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Guidelines for Engaging a Dying Child*

• Do not underestimate the child’s capacity to 

understand.

• Create open communication but do not force it.

* Listen first, then offer support.

* Provide honest information.

* Remember that it is okay to say, “I don’t 

know.”

* Answer only what the child wants to 

know.

Guidelines for Engaging a Dying Child

• Provide creative outlets for anger, such as art.

• Follow the child’s lead.

• Be honest with the child about impending 

death.

• Allow the child time to say good-byes.

• Permit the child to decide when she wants to 

share the pain of grief.

• Remember the child may choose to protect the 

parent (mutual pretense).
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Guidelines for Engaging a Dying Child

• Help the dying to live.

• Make the child comfortable.

• Arrange physical setting for the child to be with 

family.

• Create space for the child in family living area.

• Plan family activities for the child to participate or 

observe.

• Arrange for medical equipment only as needed.

• Address pain control measures and methods.

• Focus on keeping environment and routine 

child-focused as much as possible.

Guidelines for Engaging a Dying Child

• Create special memorable moments and 
opportunities for leaving legacy.

• Continue some routine.

• Surround the child with people who mean 
the most to her.

• Help the child maintain peer friendships.

* Adapted from Wolfelt (1996). From Core curriculum for the 
nursing care of children and their families. 


